
replacement tractor seat, tractor covers:
1. Real leather texture on the surface
2. fashion design with smooth lines
3. feel comfortable with the ergonomics design
4. good elasticity
5. Easy installation
6. high wear resistance
7. waterproof, anti-cracking, UV protection, anti-aging
8. low cost of production, molded into a
9. protect the environment and degradable

The self-skin product is made in a single operation by means of reaction injection molding (RIM), and
therefore has both tough and dense outer skin and core of cellulite. The skin thickness varies formed form
several tenths to 5 mm and density of skin 600 to 1200 kg / m³, while the density of the inner core is
hundreds of kilos per cubic meter.The skin layer and the core layer are an integral body. Continuous,
smooth and soft skin layer can protect the foam core mechanical damage.Semi comprehensive series PU
rigid foam varies in different density and hardness depending on the recipe. The cutter lawn seats are
made of such material are waterproof, UV protection.
 

Name China's integral skin polyurethane resistant to weathering the
tractor seat replacement covers tractors

Write Waterproof seat pad
Material polyurethane (PU), with iron fitting
Density 180-200kg / m3 
Size L * W * H (mm): 431 * 429 * 63
Packaging each in PE bag then into cardboard box standard
Payment deadline 30% T / T in advance, 70% before shipment
Min. Order 1000 pieces
Port Xiamen
Certification REACH, RoHS



Finehope was founded in 2002 and the number of workers is more than 100, and the number of
management group is 41 with the the average age of 32. The company has a modern factory covering an
area of 7,000 square meters, and also it features an office building with an area of 1000 square meters
combining modern and classic styles.







1. Why Finehope choose?

Finehope is the most professional manufacturer of PU China, which has a professional R & amp; D,
advanced production PU equipment, professional testing equipment and perfect quality management
system. We have experience of 12 years of cooperation with the CAT, FIAT, TVH, and GGP other famous
enterprises. We provide one-stop service of R & amp; amp; D production to meet your customization
needs.

 

2 What are the advantages of choosing Finehope?

1. Product quality assurance, guarantee delivery, good after-sales service

2. Cost-effective, the efficiency of rapid development, professional operation with integrity

3. will Finehope perform all the analyzes of the evidence and then develop standards to reduce test quality
standard dispute between customers and manufacturers.

4. Lean mode of production management.

5. Help customers develop and design new products.



6. Has rich experience in the design and manufacture of the PU.

7. Finehope is a high-tech enterprise in China, with international and national invention patents technology
and intellectual property.

3. What applications are PU products?

car, engineering machinery, sports fitness equipment, medical machinery and everyday items household
and so on.

4. What are the differences between Finehope and domestic partners?

1. Quality the guarantee of advanced planning of product quality (APQP).

2. Finehope has rich experience in serving large international companies.

3. Has professional scientific research team of polyurethane material.

4. Has independent production capability of designing, manufacturing and innovation equipment and
molds.

5. Has engineer team that is responsible for the system of quality assurance and quality control.

5. What are the differences between Finehope and European and US counterparts?

1. Has sound mature supply chain support

2. lower mold costs

3. High efficiency development and design capability and short process.

4. Cost good attitude and effective service.

 

 Thank you for your patience and pls feel free to contact me!


